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ABSTRACT
Wayang Kulit is categorized under the Art Heritage. It is on the course of decline.
With all the finding stated, Wayang Kulit can be preserved through new medium as a
vehicle to convey the information. Website is one of new medium's vehicles to
convey the information of heritage. It has been implemented in this studYe Through
the medium, four types of information about Wayang Kulit have been implemented
as the contents which are Property, Procedure, Process and Principle. At the same
time, research design that has been used is by implementation. Hence, the statistical
instrumentations that have been applied in this study are observation, interview and
questionnaire.
Problem Statement
Wayang Kulit is in the process of declining due to several reasons. One of the causes
is because there is not enough information and promotions deliver to masses.
Besides, interests and tastes of the society have changed due to technology
development. So, in order to uphold the existence of Wayang Kulit, and effective
approach in delivering information and promotion should be researched. The
approach should be parallel with the taste and interest of generation at this moment
and to the utmost, our future generation.
Aim of the study
In this study, the researcher's aim is to implement interactive website to convey
information of Wayang Kulit in order to uphold the existence of the performing art
traditional heritage.
Objectives of the study
Based on the aim of the study, the researcher has several objectives as below:
1. To identify the categories ofheritage in Malaysia
2. To examine and study on Wayang Kulit information.
3. To study on interactive multimedia website as a vehicle to convey
information of Wayang Kulit.
Hypothesis
By implementing the interactive website, a lot of information about extinct
Performing Art Heritage, especially Wayang Kulit, will distribute a beneficial
knowledge to present and future generations.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION: RESEARCH FRAMEWORK
1.1 Background of Heritage in Malaysia
Heritage means the traditions; qualities and culture of a country that have existed for
a long time and that have great importance for the country (Oxford Dictionary, 2004
). It means that heritage has great importance to many independent countries
including Malaysia. In this context, a group or societal plane can be conceptualized
the heritage as the corpus of socially and culturally significant artifacts that inherit
collectively from past experience, activities and creativities of the society that we are
member of, and those that may pass on to the succeeding generations which are
including both aspects like physically and spiritually. Physically aspects including
art, cloth and other, while spiritually aspects including thinking, belief and other.
According to a book titled Masyarakat dan Kebudayaan Malaysia, 2003 written by
Dato' A. Aziz Deraman, the heritage can be seen through four categories. Firstly is
Thinking or Ideas Heritage such as language, philosophy and literature, secondly is
Physical Heritage such as building, costume, medicine and machine, thirdly is Norms
and Values Heritage such as folkway, more, regulation and custom while lastly is Art
Heritage which can be divided to Performing Arts such as music, dance, and theatre
while Visual Arts including painting, carving and weaving. All at once, he has said
that most of the people when discussing about culture will focus only on certain
aspects of it that relate to arts for example dance, music and drama. It means that it is
such a wrong and narrow interpretation. Hence, through an anthropology definition
of culture from a book titled Primitive Culture written by Edward B. Taylor, 1871, he
summarized a passage as below;
IKebudayaan adalah keseluruhan kompleks yang mengandungi
antaranya pengetahuan, kepercayaan, kesenian, tatasusila, undang-
undang, moral, adat resam, dan apa-apa juga kebolehan serta
kebiasaan (tabiat) yang didapati oleh manusia sebagai ahli sesebuah
masyarakat. '
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